
THE ABSOLUTE FILM 

I must repeat: 'Camera set-up and montage techniques have achieved a 
creative power that allows them to dispense with preformed literary 
narrative, and to tackle directly the raw materials of life.'1 The mere 
occurrence of objects acquires such significance in the image that all poetic 
'shaping' becomes superfluous. Hence the tendency to abandon the 
narrative feature film and instead to depict naked, unconstructed 
existence: reality in its primeval form. At issue here is the desire ... no, not 
the desire, but the dream (wish-fulfilment, anxiety dream?) of absolute, 
impersonal objectivity. 

We Cannot Escape Our Own Nature 

We have seen that all forms of documentary have an element of 
subjectivity. All apperceptions are subject to organization of one kind or 
another; all acquire coherence and form by virtue of the structure into 
which an event, a personal experience, a mood, an idea or the 
consciousness of a historical moment is arranged. Images may be no more 
than perceptions of pure objects. The all-pervasive principle of form 
comes from the human subject. 

Is there no way of escaping this human condition? Does pure 
objectivity simply not exist? Is the pure intuition of sheer existence an 
impossibility? Can we not simply see things as they are? 

Objects Pure and Simple 

Yes we can. There are films that do not depict events at all. Neither 
invented events, nor events experienced as personal destiny. There are 
films that simply show objects; they have no desire to transmit 
knowledge, but detach their objects instead from every conceivable 
context and from every relation with other objects. They are objects pure 
and simple. And the image in which they appear does not point to 
anything beyond itself, whether to other objects or to a meaning. 

And lo and behold! The same tendency reverses into its opposite. The 
pure object becomes pure phenomenon. The mere fact becomes mere 

1. See p. 146 above. 
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image. Self-contained reality becomes an impression. In short, the reality 
film taken to its logical conclusion becomes its opposite: absolute film. 

Examples can make this clear - and there are some magnificent ones. 
One such is Basse's masterpiece Market in the Wittenbergplatz.2 Here we see 
nothing but trivial objects: market stalls in the process of construction, 
baskets filled with fruit, people buying, people selling, and flowers and 
animals, and goods and rubbish, all of this. And yet the wonderment of 
the joyous recognition that this is exactly how things are cannot be 
reproduced by even the most miraculous of magic tricks! None of this has 
meaning. lt offers neither a particular novel insight nor anything of 
topical interest nor a specific lyrical mood. We simply enjoy our fill of 
what our eye encompasses. The objects are simply there and the sensuous 
pleasure we take in sheer existence is intensified to the point of 
intoxication. When we see wonderful photographs of an old market 
woman picking her nose, or a horse drinking from a trough, or bunches 
of damp grapes glistening in the sun, it is not beauty or the spiritual that 
we find so refreshing. lt is the sheer sense of life, stimulated by an 
existence that surrounds and here suddenly comes into view. 

This marketplace, then, is 'a purely optical experience'. Yet it still 
appears also as an event in a particular time and place. This sense of 
spatial and temporal specificity invests the objects represented with a 
reality beyond the image. The effect is of facts that are merely 
communicated to us in the form of images. Their objective existence is not 
exhausted by the image, they are not reduced to a pictorial impression. 

Only Impressions, Not Facts 

The wonderful reality films of the Dutchman Joris Ivens, in contrast, no 
longer set out to communicate realities. They do not point to objects that 
we might also see for ourselves. What matters in his films is merely the 
optical impression, not the reality represented. Objects lose their 
substance here because what the films value is appearance. The image 
itself is the reality that is experienced. And a reality that is only 
experienced visually is the substance of the absolute film. 

The Rain3 that Ivens shows us is no particular rain, rain that has fallen 
somewhere or other. No sense of time or space holds these impressions 
together. Ivens watches and magnificently captures how it looks when the 
first drops begin to fall and the surface of the pond seems to shiver with 
gooseflesh, when a lone raindrop struggles to find a path down a 
windowpane, when the life of the town is reflected in the wet asphalt. 
How it looks. We have a thousand impressions - not an object. But only 
these impressions have meaning in our eyes. The object - the rain itself - 

2. Markt am Wittenbergplatz (1928), d. Wilfried Basse. 
3. Rain/ Regen (1929). 
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holds no interest for us. What such images aim to show is not a state of 
affairs, but a particular optical impression, in short, an image. The image 
itself is the reality that we experience and there is nothing behind it, no 
concrete objective reality beyond the image. 

And this remains true even if the film focuses on a single object, as is 
the case with The Bridge: in which Ivens presents the bridge in a rapid 
montage of images, 700 in all. Here the filmed object seems to dissolve 
into a multitude of images. The very possibility of creating 700 very 
different views deprives this Rotterdam bridge of the unambiguous sense 
that it is a concrete functional object. What we have are impressions, and 
you cannot drive a truck over impressions. We experience the bridge only 
as an image and every image has an expression, a character, that has 
nothing in common with the function and the actual significance of this 
particular built structure. 

No Event - No Causal Connection 

Now, it is only the object in itself, a piece of pure existence, sufficient unto 
itself, that can be so entirely absorbed by the image. In a sequence of 
events, in contrast, there is always something beyond the image that 
remains and that cannot become pure form, pure appearance, even in film. 
That something is the causal connection. In its individual stages, an event 
can appear as pure impression. Its underlying cause remains obscure - it is 
a fact that we know about but which we do not see in the image. An object 
depicted in isolation is removed, however, from time and space, as I noted 
above. And also from causality of every kind. lt becomes pure appearance, 
a vision. Here we are in the sphere of absolute film. 

Semblance of the External World 

Basse's marketplace or lven's films are assemblages of images that have 
their own meaning, their own real existence. They are not just copies, 
pointing to concrete objects. On the contrary, it is precisely as images that 
they have their own concrete existence. To put this another way: these 
images are significant not because they correspond to objects but because 
they have essential meanings in themselves. No doubt, they present only 
appearances, but appearances that manifest themselves in the extemal 
world, that are objectively there. They are not like the figments we know 
from dreams or visions, nor are they criss-cross images that ebb and flow 
through memory and the unconscious. They are also not mere fleeting 
impressions that have somehow stuck in the mind, but rather fully 
existing, succinct forms whose traces the camera has pursued with 
sustained, objective concentration. 

4. De Brug (1928) also known as Tne Bridge/Le Pont. 
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Interior Objects5 

Walter Ruttmann's film Berlin is a very different matter. The images he 
assembles are not of autonomous figures with a compelling power of their 
own but only impressions of figures: images of images whose contours 
merge, dissolve and flow together, whose concrete outlines become 
blurred and indistinct. Tramcars and jazz bands, milk floats and women' s 
legs, crowded streets and the whir of cog-wheels - all of these whizz past 
like images that emerge half-formed from the unconscious in a drowsy 
sleep. No image has its specific meaning, its own profundity and mystery. 
What matters here is not the many individual images, the many individual 
figures, but the totality, the one great impression that the montage creates. 

lt is as if the camera has tumed inwards and now captures not the 
phenomena of the extemal world but their reflection in the mind. What 
the camera records is not the thing itself but its reception in the psyche.6 

The mirror shows itself 

But every mirror image acquires the character of its mirror. The most diverse 
objects may be observed in water, for example: mountains and houses, men 
and machines. All, however, assume the same, watery substance, and, in the 
final analysis, it is always water that these mirror images depict. 

Similarly, whatever is reflected in the soul possesses the substance, the 
character of the soul. lt is not objects or figures that these images show. In the 
final analysis, it is the mirror itself that appears in them. The human psyche 
with all its impressions is expressed in the rhythms of the image sequence. 

And lo and behold! Though they have a life of their own, these same 
images become illustrations of objects beyond themselves. They come to 
represent actual realities. Not, however, the realities of the extemal world, 
but of inner life and the psyche. Ruttmann's Berlin film7 would be of little 
use as a guide to a stranger arriving in the city for the first time. But it 
would be of interest to a traveller about to leave as a summary of the 
atmosphere of the city and of his memories and moods. No single image 
can do justice to the character of the city, for that is a reality that transcends 
the images and appears only in the associative rhythms of the montage. 

Absolute Film as Technique8 

In his film The Street9 Karl Grune gave an early portrayal of the visual 
impressions made by a metropolis at night. Grune's images were those of 

5. See TotF, p. 178. 
6. Baläzs adds in TotF: "This is no longer impressionism, it is expressionism' (p. 178). 
7. See TotF, p. 178. 
8. Ibid. 
9. Die Strasse (1923), d. Karl Grune, screenplay by Grune and Carl Mayer. 
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a young man's feverish, desiring soul. In Kinugasa's Shadows of the 
Yoshiwara, a recently blinded man still sees in his mind's eye the colourful 
hurly-burly of a festive crowd. Formless, shapeless images from his 
injured eyes pour like blood onto the screen. Dreams too are often 
depicted in scenes that use the methods of the absolute film, but are 
simply cut in as elements of a narrative feature. Human psychology is 
shown here not just in its physiognornical and gestural effects, but also 
through the unmediated representation of inner mental processes. Hence, 
both Pabst in Secrets of a Soul and Ermler in Fragment of an Empire use the 
absolute film as a technique for exploring internal characterization." 

Not Souls in the Object, but Objects in the Soul" 

The absolute film does, however, aspire to be an artistic genre in its own 
right, a specific world view. What it sets out to depict is not the 
psychological elements in the world, but the world as it appears in the 
human psyche. Not the soul as it manifests itself in gesture or speech or 
action - in a flawed translation, as it were - but the objects of the world as 
they manifest themselves within the soul. The absolute film refuses to 
make do with those few inner remnants that laboriously make their way 
to the body's surface. Nor is it willing to limit itself to the expression of 
the soul in the human face. lt aspires instead to show visions that are 
within the soul. For our capacity to create images on screen has made such 
progress that we can now reflect psychological and spiritual realities as 
directly and effectively as can realist film in its depiction of the material 
world. And just as the realist documentary is able to dispense with 
invented narrative, so too can the absolute film. Reality in its 
psychological or spiritual dimension does not manifest itself only in 
specific modes of human action. What matters is not the psychology of 
events but the events of psychology. 

Ruttmann's Berlin, Cavalcanti's Montmartre, the marvellous floating 
landscapes of Man Ray or Renoir have the quality of fantasies of 
autumnal rnists seen with the closed eyes of memory. Neither reality, 
space, time nor causality holds sway here. The psychic processes 
obtaining in the absolute film know only one law, the laws of the mental 
association. lt is these laws that appear in the absolute film. 

Hans Richter once attempted, in the vein of the absolute film, to depict 
such phenomena as Inflation in the shape of pure visions and 
impressions.12 The film was designed to be a nightmare sequence of 
visions: piles of banknotes, empty shelves, starving and terrified faces, 
panic on the stock exchange, champagne orgies, suicides, share prices on 

10. See TotF, p. 124. 
11. See TotF, p. 179. 
12. Inflation (1928). 
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ticker tape, money, money, money. No continuous storyline, no 
dramatized scenes. No narrative, nothing but images. Images of intemal 
processes: impressions and associations. Absolute film. 

And yet the images contained in these films are linked thematically. 
They do tel1 us about processes that also exist beyond the image. Berlin 
does exist and inflation is a reality. What is missing from the filmic 
representation is merely the chain of cause and effect characteristic of 
reality, and the logical sequence of events. The images are not linked by 
logic but by psychology. 

Logic is Only the Means, Psychology the End13 

Logic in film is only a means by which to make events comprehensible. lt 
is not logic itself that is the theme that must be represented. In art, only 
the product of logic is of interest to us, not the rational laws that govern 
it. These appear to us as mechanical and impersonal. Logic is a scaffolding 
that has a filmic function, but it is no end in itself. Psychological images, 
in contrast, make psychology itself the object of representation. They 
show not just the what, but also the how. Even if a montage of psychic 
associations is triggered by particular facts or events, it also reveals to us 
the psychic process of association as an intemal fact, as a series of internal 
events of equal value. The irrational laws governing the associative 
process become a topic of interest to us because they are individual; they 
may be laws, but they possess no codified rules. This explains why the 
associative process can be revealed only in art, only in literature and film. 
Best of all in film. Because words contain too much conceptual baggage. 
The image, on the other hand, is pure, non-rational idea. This is why 
intertitles are inconceivable in the absolute film. Or else they would have 
tobe there for purely emotive, 'non-meaningful' effect.14 

Surrealist Films 

In films such as Berlin or Inflation the theme and the psychological process 
within which the theme appears are given equal value. But in the 
surrealist films of the French avant-garde the emphasis shifts. The psychic 
process becomes the sole content, the sole theme. What we see is not an 
external sequence of events but an internal state of affairs. A state of affairs 
consisting of hallucinatory images. The images do not represent particular 

13. See TotF, p. 180. 
14. In TotF, Baläzs is more explicitly critical of the absolute film, and envisages a new 

development - voice-over, apparently - that would counter the irrationalism of the pure 
image. He weites (p. 180): 'If parallel to the sequence of irrational internal irnages and 
simultaneously with it we could hear rational and conscious words in counterpoint; if 
we had two independent manifestations running concurrently side by side, the film 
could be given a dirnension of depth which would greatly increase its possibilities. In 
this I see the great chance of a new third period in the evolution of the film.' 
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phenomena - they are themselves the phenomena. Weeping, for example, 
is an expression of pain, not the pain itself. But a flood of images from the 
inner core of the mind is not an expression but the substance of the 
psyche. We do not see pictures of an event but rather the event consists in 
our seeing images. 

What does This Remind You of?15 

What is it that is depicted in Epstein's The Fall of the House of Usher?16 The 
film is based on a story by Poe. But the story never emerges clearly. Tragic 
shadows wander like sleepwalkers beneath dark vaults, over ill-defined 
flights of stairs and through endless doors. Pale faces float like masks and 
straying hands stretch out towards invisible goals. What we witness is the 
pictorial essence of Poe's sinister ballad. Unintelligible but uncanny in its 
effect on us. We see not narrative events, but the reaction of a psyche. Not 
the literary work, but the flood of associations it unleashes. 

Star of the Sea is the title of a film by Man Ray.17 lt refers not to an event, 
but to an object, a form, a concept, the starfish, the 'star of the sea', which 
opens the internal sluice gates to an associative process. Floating 
landscapes enveloped in yearning, erotic visions of tantalizing vagueness 
and a weird kaleidoscopic patchwork of partially identifiable forms flow 
past, emerging with irrational inevitability one from another. The film's 
starfish theme is not its subject matter as such, but only the initial 
Stimulus for an image sequence. An analogy would be a session with the 
psychoanalyst where the analyst asks, 'What does this remind you of?' 
The 'this' is the content of the film. And it also provides the clue to the 
inner coherence of the sequence of images. They have no other _ 
connection. There is no structure as such; only an organic and functional 
logic that gives the film a form determined by the original starfish motif. 

Un chien andalou 

A razor blade is sharpened. Such is the motif that sets the film in motion. 
A young man sharpens a razor blade in the first, soberly realistic scene of 
a film with the title An Andalusian Dog.18 I should like to describe what 

15. See TotF, p. 180. The later version is again more virulent in its denunciation of the avant 
garde. Baläzs writes (p. 181), 'This kind of surrealism is a heightened form of 
subjectivism. The present fashionable trend of existentialism is merely a nuance of this. 
Artists frightened or weary of reality stick their heads into their own selves like a hunted 
ostrich into the sand. All these things are undoubtedly symptoms of decadence in a 
degenerating culture.' 

16. La Chuie de /a maison Usher (1928), d. Jean Epstein, adapted by Luis Bufiuel, featuring Jean 
Debucourt, Marguerite Gance, Charles Lamy and Abel Gance. 

17. L'Etoile de nter (1928), featuring Kiki de Montpamasse. 
18. Un chien andalou (1929), d. Louis Buf\uel and Salvador Dali (both of whom appear 

uncredited in the film). 
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passes through this young man' s mind as he sharpens his razor blade, 
through the mind of the director Louis Bufiuel as he makes the film, and 
what is then ultimately shown in a film which is the most remarkable and 
brilliant product of surrealism. And I wish to do this in order to 
demonstrate the impossibility of narrating unconscious images. 

Windows looking out onto a balcony. A young man sharpens his razor 
blade. Evening sky. Full moon. A narrow strip of cloud cuts across the 
moon like a razor blade. The young man gazes at the moon and the cloud. 
Then at his razor blade. Somewhat dreamily. An eye appears in the place 
of the moon. Like the moon, it is as large and round. The razor blade is 
poised. lt slices through the eyeball. Tue eye runs out. Like a large 
teardrop, it slowly trickles down a woman's cheek. An oddly dressed man 
rides a bicycle down the empty street. A little box hangs from his ehest. 
He falls off his bicycle. Lies motionless in the street. A woman appears at 
the window and sees the man lying in the roadway. She turns around in 
her room. Sees the man's strange clothes lying on the bed. She comes 
closer. The clothes fill up with the man's body, He looks at her. Down 
below in the street someone opens the little box. A severed hand. 
Onlookers gather around it and contemplate it in a way that is strange, 
mysterious. A policeman tries to put the hand back into the box. lt refuses. 
The hand keeps falling back on the ground. Even from a distance, it can 
still be seen. The man and the woman at the window can see the hand 
down below. Then an erotic struggle between the two, a lustful pursuit 
through the room. The woman catches the man's hand in the door. Close 
up of the hand which, as if cut off, reaches out to grab her. A bloody 
wound appears in the middle of the palm. A swarm of ants crawls out 
from the open wound. Horrific. The woman has retreated but the door 
still does not open. The hand's twitching fingers stretch out to grab her. A 
crowd gathers in the street. The severed hand lies on the asphalt. A pale 
girl stares at it distractedly. A policeman puts the hand in the box and 
gives it to the girl. The girl stands there with the box, motionless, staring 
along the street. A car. She is run over. The man lying on the bed. Another 
man approaches, looking exactly like the first one. The man on the bed is 
now holding the box. The second man snatches it from his hands. The box 
flies back into the street. What to do with the severed hand? Tue two men 
make strange gestures; they are terrified. One of them suddenly holds a 
tennis racket, which gradually turns into a revolver. He shoots the other 
man. A park. Hidden figures. Shots. Strange people laugh. The door 
opens; enter two Jesuits, dragging a piano by some ropes. They advance 
through the room slowly, gravely, steadily, without raising their eyes. Tue 
corpse of a slaughtered horse lies on top of the piano. The body of a 
donkey is tied behind it. Like tugs pulling a boat, the Jesuits drag all this 
slowly through the room and disappear. The man turns to the woman as 
if to say that everything has now become clear ... 
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Segments of the Soul 

Shall I continue my narration? To do so is quite pointless. For what we have 
here is only denoted meaning. Meanings that we may not understand but 
which we access through emotion. (For meaning to become comprehensible, 
there would need to have been a process of creative construction.) 

The flight from invented, constructed, literary stories leads in Bufiuel's 
film, as in the others I have discussed, to raw material - the unconstructed 
raw material of the psyche - to the unconscious. To be sure, Bunuel's 
associative series does not produce a plot. But nor does it represent a soul. 
Even if portrayed with complete accuracy, an isolated psychological 
process is never so utterly individual as to reveal a fully drawn character. 
For a human being does not consist solely of the unconscious. And a 
specimen of the texture of his psyche does not represent him any more 
than a segment of his skin viewed under the microscope provides us with 
an image of his external appearance. 

Furthermore, internal mental factors are not exclusively optical in 
nature. We must also make mention here of colour associations, as well as 
of sounds. These and many other objections can be raised at this point. 
And yet. Even if the surrealist film has had no wish to lay claim to a status 
as an independent genre (a situation resulting in part from the pedantry 
of theorists in aesthetics who will never tolerate the emergence of more 
than one law in art), it could be argued that, were associative cinema tobe 
used in films that set out to create rounded human beings, it could open the 
way to deeper perspectives, to more transparent representations of 
human figures (though not entirely transparent, for in that event they 
would be invisible.) Associations could evoke irrational relationships in 
ways that are beyond the capabilities of creative literature. 

Injection in the Eye 

But, if the pedants of the absolute film were to be more obdurate in carrying 
their work to its conclusion, they would admit that they were less concemed 
with the representation of a psychology than with its production. 

This is no mere play on words.19 'Representation' aims at a picture of a 
psyche that we are supposed to see and take note of. 'Production' is 
concerned with creating a psychological effect within us. 

Dr Sachs has drawn attention to what is evidently an unconsciously 
symbolic scene in a film by Lubitsch." An erotically aroused woman speaks 

19. The Gennan makes the slightly punning contrast between Darstellung (representation) 
and Herstellung (production). 

20. Hanns Sachs discussed Lubitsch's Three Women (1924) in an article written after he had 
become involved, aJong with Karl Abraham, in the making of Pabst's Secrets of a Soul. See 
Sachs, 1928. 'Film Psychology,' Close Up III (5), 10. A Gennan version of the article was 
published in 1929 as 'Zur Psychologie des Films,' Die Psychoanalytische Bewegung 1, 122--{;. 
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to a man and as she does so she unconsciously unbuttons his waistcoat and 
takes out his tie. A vivid image. The woman unbuttons and takes out. With 
this symbolic action Lubitsch evidently intended to represent the erotic 
arousal of one of his characters. If similar symbolic images are introduced 
into the most absolutely absolute film, however, they are intended not to 
represent an emotion but to stimulate it directly in the spectator. The 
procedure here is actually one of suggestion. The absolute film does not set 
out to create a specific artistic representation. lt injects its images directly 
into the eye. Is this still art? This is an academic question whose resolution 
would bring us not a step closer to an understanding of the issue. 

Objectification of Iniernal Images 

lt might be said that these associative or suggestive images, since they are 
staged in the studio, are just as much inventions as literary plots. But this 
they are not. 

A literary story is acted out in the studio as if it were reality; it is 
transformed from literature to image only by virtue of the shot and the 
camera lens. Whatever is contrived for and staged in a studio must depict 
a concrete event, of which the filming process then provides a visual 
impression. The motifs of surrealist films, in contrast, are not realities. 
Even as motifs they are images, images from our imagination, our inner 
mental processes. They are not copies, then, but images that are primary 
realities. They are constructed in front of the camera from the outset as 
images modelled on an inner vision. The studio mock-up is merely the 
first phase of the process of creating the image, a process that is completed 
by the camera lens. And what the process in its entirety produces is 
internal images in objectified form. 

Metaphors and Parables 

Sometimes these resemble the metaphors, parables and symbols of visionary 
poets (rather than the didactic parallels, logical allegories and ideograms that 
are sometimes favoured by doctrinaire Russian directors). MacPherson, for 
example, the editor of Close Up,21 has this to say about a film of Robert 
Herring' s: 'A pyramid of cardboard and a tired, pensioned-off cloth toy camel 
give us an idea of the Sahara from a satirical point of view. A half-stuffed 
camel in a corner behind a partition becomes the essence of pathos.' 

Even as a motif this half-stuffed camel is not an object but a visionary 
expression, which simply gains in precision and specificity when 
recorded on film. 

21. Baläzs's knowledge of the British Journal Close Up may have derived from his association 
with Andor Kraszna-Krausz, who was recruited by C/ose Up as their corresponding 
editor in Berlin, and who also edited Filmtechnik, a journal of film aesthetics and 
technology to which Baläzs contributed regularly during his sojoum in Berlin. 
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Optical Camera Technique 

The camera makes use of numerous purely optical devices to transform 
the concrete materiality of objects into a subjective vision. Dissolves, slow 
motion, time lapse, soft focus, fog filters, distortion, trick photography, 
etc., and all the wonders of the Schüfftan process. Such trick images show 
not just the object but also its transformation in our minds. Not just what 
happens to the object but also what happens simultaneously in us. 

Our entire psychic apparatus is revealed in these transformations. If 
we could dissolve, distort, duplicate and superimpose a particular image, 
if, in other words, we could let the cinematic technology run on empty, as 
it were, then the technology 'in itself' would depict mind in itself. 

The Significance of Camera Tricks" 

But the same technical trick can have the most varied meanings. Take, for 
example, the image of a man dissolving into a tree. If this is a scene from 
a fairytale film, then it represents a miracle. But, equally, it may be a 
straightforward scene change in an entirely naturalistic film. In that event, 
it expresses a conceptual relation between two objects. Or, in a surrealist 
film, it may serve as an association of two ideas. In that case, it represents 
an irrational process of the subconscious. And, finally, it may be nothing 
more than the purely formal play of an optical joke. 

In fairytales transformations represent an event that has concrete reality 
even though it is not 'natural'. In the associative film, in contrast, 
unconscious transformations appear quite 'natural', but lack concrete 
materiality. Thirdly, where one object changes into another in the naturalistic 
film, there is always a logical connection, a meaning. Fourthly, in the 
desperation characteristic of film comedies the dissolve signals absurdity. 

Every optical trick is capable of any of these four meanings (and there 
are even many more). Everything depends on the context in which it is 
located. The film as a whole gives a meaning to each of its parts. lt is in 
the nature of every created form - and not just in art - that the nature of 
the whole is determined from the very outset. 

Absolute Images" 

However distorted a face may appear in water or a distorting mirror, it 
remains a natural entity, transforming itself in accordance with the laws 
of nature. This remains true even when the distorting mirror bears the 
name of 'the soul'. 

Amask, however, is no distorted face. lt does not contain a double aspect, 
a tension between an original, objective shape and its subjective mirroring. 

22. See TotF, p. 185. 
23. See TotF, p. 186. 
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Marionettes and silhouettes are artistic forms from the outset. They are 
absolute images. lt is not the camera that determines the form they take. In 
their case, film is no more than a technique to set in motion a pre-existing 
form. Montage enables film to give their movements a rhythm that could 
not be achieved by mere strings and rods. But artistic creation is not the 
product of the camera here. The camera does not give form to life in such 
films; instead, ready-made forms are brought to life by a technology. 

Visual Fairy Tales24 

lt was among other factors a flight from literature that produced these 
artistically crafted and stylized films. Starewitsch's enchanting puppet 
films, as weil as the beautiful and sensitive silhouette films of Lotte 
Reiniger, may perhaps have a story of sorts. But it is not a literary story. 
For inventiveness begins here not with the story, but with the visual 
appearance of the filmic figures. Their very appearance is a fairy tale. 
What determines the fairy tale is not the plot but the shape of the figures 
in it. The visual imagination is these films' driving force. The otherness of 
the fairy tale worlds into which we are transported by Starewitsch in The 
Little Parade" or Lotte Reiniger in The Adventures of Prince Achmed26 resides 
above all in the forms they contain. These worlds inhabit a realm beyond 
any magic. It's not a matter here of miracles intruding into our world. 
What we enter instead is an other world, one that operates according to 
self-contained but different laws. 

This explains why the fairy tale storyline must have a logic of 
development that derives from the original visual form in which the fairy 
tale becomes manifest. To use puppets to represent the fates of human 
beings would be inauthentic, mere decorative play. In contrast, if a 
porcelain rival falls to the ground and is smashed to smithereens, or a tin 
soldier's leg melts down in a fire, then what presents itself to us is simply 
the fate of puppets. 

The power that transforms a silhouette is neither psychology nor the 
camera lens, but simply a pair of scissors. The story arises from the form, 
and is in that sense non-literary, Indeed, what we are dealing with here is 
strictly speaking the very essence of the absolute film. For, in the visual 
fairy tale, the action arises from the adventures of animated forms. The 
action thus has a strict, but highly curious causality. Cause and effect are 
not determined here by the laws of nature - whether internal or external. 
They are determined by the pure laws of form. When one silhouette 
attacks another with a paintbrush and gives it a hunchback, this means 
simply that the second silhouette has acquired a hump on its back. When 

24. See TotF, p. 187. 
25. La Petite Parade (1928), d. Ladislaus Starewitsch (Wtadysiaw Starewicz). Trick film 

adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen's fairy story 'The Steadfast Tin Soldier'. 
26. Die Abenteuer des Prinzen Achmed (1926). 
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a human silhouette uses a silhouette pair of scissors to transform the 
silhouette of a stone into a human silhouette that then becomes its partner 
and equal, then this is the result not of a miracle, but of an event whose 
causality and plausibility derive from its determination by the laws of 
form. The laws of nature are invalid in the sphere of the fairy tale. 

Film Comedy 

The secret of genuine film comedy is that the visual phenomenon is detached 
from its object in the world, and embarks on a ghostly existence that is 
independent of every vestige of referential meaning. Hence Hans Richter's 
optical comedy Ghost Before Breakfast.27 When six men lose their hats; when the 
hats fly off and circle round like a flock of birds evading capture; when the 
same six men creep behind a lamp post, then disappear, as if behind a wall; 
when the landscape opens in centre frame like a door, and little people start 
to squeeze through: none of this has any meaning, nor does it intend to 
engender anything but an absurd comedy that arises precisely from a 
detachment of the phenomenon from the objects of the world, which is in 
turn made possible by the autonomous workings of the absolute image. 

Comic Content 

These are, strictly speaking, the true optical film comedies. For the 
American comedies do not depend exclusively on camera technique to 
become comedies. 

The same may be said of the fantastic burlesque of Emö Metzner's Assault 
and Batteru." (There is also a fantastic comedy in the fact that this delightful 
film has been banned by the censor.) And similarly, the charming irony of 
Ivor Montagu's Blue Bottles29 lies in the content of the images, in the plot and 
the comic action. These are not absolute films, for their purely optical aspect 
is no more important than in any good feature film. Tue camera simply 
records what is in front of it. lt does not intervene in events. These may be 
fairy tale fantasies: a gust of wind, for example, may sweep a crowd of people 
into the air, and they play on nonchalantly up in the clouds. This is, however, 
the work of the gust of wind." Tue action, then, is motivated by content. lt is 
not simply a play with the camera without any further pretext. Tue film 
merely makes use of cinematic technique in order to represent a fantastic 
event, rather than events being generated solely by the image. 

27. Vormittagsspuk (1928), starring Werner Graeff, with music by Paul Hindemith and Darius 
Milhaud, who also feature in the film. 

28. Der Überfall (1928), featuring Heinrich Gotha and Eva Schmidt-Kauser, 
29. Blue Bott/es (1928), based an a story by H.G. Wells and featuring Eisa Lanchester and 

Charles Laughton. 
30. See TotF, p. 189: 'In another film men who are having a fight are caught up by a 

whirlwind and go an fighting in the air without appearing to notice that they are no 
langer an the ground. All this seerns the work of the whirlwind, not of the camera.' 
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Comic Images 

And yet American slapstick comedy does possess something of the 
autonomous logic of the absolute image. Not only has cinematic 
technology provided the opportunity to represent filmic 'actions'; it has 
also controlled their tempo and style. For it was the tempo of time lapse 
that determined the tempo of the typical mad chases of the slapstick 
comedy. And similarly, their non-psychological. purely mechanical 
confusion and chaos expressed the exuberance of a technology that can do 
with its creatures as it likes because they possess no gravity of their own 
or any autonomous logic. 

You Can't Kill Images" 

In the same way, events in slapstick seem unthreatening because they are, 
after all, no more than mere images. We have felt no fear when figures lie 
across the tracks in the path of an oncoming train. For what can happen 
to an image if it is run over by another image? lt is simply rolled flat. Then 
another image comes along and inflates the flattened figure. Somewhat 
too vigorously, since it makes him twice as fat as he was before. 

This complete absence of <langer is what makes these old-style comic 
scenes the absolute products of the image. For every (written) fairy tale, 
however comic, always contains the possibility of someone losing his life or 
something being destroyed. But the worst that can happen to images is that 
they can be erased or faded out or painted over - they can never be killed off. 

Surprise and the Absence of Climax32 

lt was, incidentally, the non-psychological and mechanical nature of 
American slapstick that made it difficult to stretch over more than a single 
reel. For the mechanical lacks variability. These films might be full of 
chaotic chases and knockabout fights, but they had no internal 
movement. The comedy lay in the surprising suddenness with which a 
difficult situation was mechanically resolved. But it was precisely this 
comic instantaneity that prevented the situation from gradually 
developing and increasing in tension. Only a sense of expectation and 
logical development can give the elements of a plot a direction, a tension 
with which to hold together the scaffolding of a more complex action. But 
expectation and logical development arise only in the context of a natural 
causality. Even in a fairy tale, we divine in advance what might befall 
human beings and animals and other things, But there is really no way of 
predicting the various ultimate fates of the lines of a drawing. 

31. See TotF, pp. 189ff. 
32. See TotF, p. 190. 
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La P'tite Lili 

I must begin by explaining how Cavalcanti manages to endow this 
enchanting comedy with the qualities of the absolute image. The images 
of La P'iiie Lili appear as if projected onto a sackcloth screen." They may 
be unstylized photographs of living people and actual streets. But the 
screen's pervasive sackcloth texture, discernible throughout the film, 
lends to all its objects the homogeneous substance of the world of puppets 
or silhouettes. Here everything is sackcloth, just as all is black surface in 
the world of silhouettes. And this ever-visible substance is not the 
substance of life, but of an image. And it is this that endows the image 
with a curiously ironic style. For the trivial nature of the stories is made 
palpable in the cheap texture of the fabric that forms the essence and 
foundation, the spirit of the film as a whole. 

Felix the Cat and Oswald the Lucky Rabbit" 

There is an old Chinese legend that teils of an old Chinese painter who has 
painted a landscape. A beautiful valley, with mountains in the distance. 
The old painter likes the valley so much that he walks into the painting 
and disappears into the mountains, never to be seen again. 

The issue here is very simple. The old Chinaman has simply used his 
brush to create reality.35 For that was the belief at the time: things are just 
as they appear tobe. A picture is no longer a picture; it is a reality that can 
be entered into, something definitive and fixed.36 

The matter is not so simple when it comes to Felix the Cat or Oswald 
the Lucky Rabbit. These are among the most remarkable and brilliant 
creations ever to have occurred to the mind of a genius. For there can be no 
doubt that the American artist Pat Sullivan is a genius. Aided only by an 
omnipotent pencil, he has invented a whole astounding world. A world 
whose substance is the line and whose limits are the limits of graphic art. 
His pictures do not create a natural reality into which the artist might enter 
like the old Chinese painter. This world is populated only by beings 
sketched with a pencil. Yet their outlines are not so much representations 
of the shapes of independent beings; the lines themselves are those beings' 
only substance. Unlike what happened to the old Chinaman, there is no 
transformation here of appearance into reality; the image does not change 
into something altogether different. Art is not transformed into nature. 

33. La P'iite Lili (1927), d. AJberto Cavalcanti, featuring Catherine Hessling, Auguste 
Renoir's favourite model and his son [ean's favourite actress. 

34. See TotF, pp. 191f. Tue cartoon character Felix the Cat was created by Pat Sullivan and 
Otto Messmer. Successful during the silent era; its popularity faded with the advent of 
sound when it was succeeded by Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse. Oswald the Lucky Rabbit 
featured in a series of cartoons made by Walt Disney for Universal Pictures from 1927 on. 

35. 'The old Chinaman had created reality with his paintbrush, not art' (TotF, p. 191). 
36. 'Well-painted dragons would fly away' (TotF, p.191). 
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Instead, there is absolutely no distinction between appearance and reality. 
When Felix rolls his tail into a wheel, he can at once ride off on it as if it 
were a bicycle. What would be gained if that were to become reality? A cat 
that has been drawn can make do perfectly weil with a wheel that has been 
drawn. There are no miracles in this world. There are only lines that 
function in accordance with the shape they assume. 

In one of his adventures Felix loses his tail. 'What now?' he wonders; 
and his anxious question grows out of his head in the shape of a question 
mark. Felix stares at its graceful curves. He seizes the question mark and 
sticks it on his rump. All is weil again. 

Lines are lines and where lines can be drawn, everything is possible. 
There is, it now seems, a profound, mysterious affinity between the 
graphic forms. Where there is no difference between appearance and 
reality, resemblance becomes identity. These are absolute images. These 
films are absolute films. 

Mobilized Drawing 

In filmed cartoon drawings, the camera has very little to do. There are no 
shots as such and the rhythm of montage likewise plays a minimal role. 
So what is the element of creative cinema in these ingenious comedies? 

Marionettes and Wajang shadow puppets could be manipulated if 
necessary with the aid of strings and sticks. Using film to make them move 
was in this respect no more than a technical advance. But the cinema was 
the first innovation to bring movement into drawn lines. Only film could 
open up a new dimension of the imagination by showing us forms that do 
not so much exist as corne inio being, forms that are events in themselves. 

Abstract Film37 

In cartoons, forms have meaning. They possess the quality of 
resemblance, and that is their meaning. But, in contrast, in the abstract 
film, invented as early as 1917 by the Swedish painter Viking Eggeling, 

37. In TotF, p. 181, Baläzs equivocates in his judgement of the abstract film. Condemn.ing it on 
the one hand, alongside the absolute film, as a symptom of 'bourgeois decadence', he 
nonetheless compares the movement's champions to his fonner mentor and colleague 
Bela Bartök, whose modernist compositions he judges positively for their presaging of a 
new revolutionary music. He writes, 'lt was in vain that the aesthetes of musical theory 
said of atonal dissonances that they were symptoms of bourgeois decadence; they 
nevertheless served Bela Bart6k as instruments of a new, vigorously youthful art. New 
palaces have often been built out of the stones of old ruins. The artistic sensibility and rich 
form-creating resourcefulness of the decadent French avant-gardists will in time serve 
weil the new spirit and new soul of a new art. Now, in the third era of film art, in which 
the sound film will be enriched by the resurrected achievements of the once already so 
highly differentiated silent film, we shall be able to benefit much by the study of the 
absolute and surrealist films of the avant-gardists.' 
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the movements of forms bear no resemblance to this or that object, but are 
instead purely abstract forrns that possess only their own meaning. Can 
they, then, still be said to have any meaning? 

Eggeling certainly started a new fashion among the pedants of artistic 
theory. Films were made which showed nothing but the movement of 
lines and surfaces, andin which the alternation of 'forrns of light' became 
a 'plastic rhythm'. We might regard such films as ornaments in motion. 
But it is in the nature of the ornament that it is put to some use, either as 
decoration or to highlight character. 

Intertitles" 

Do we not also find effects derived from the abstract film when the form 
of the intertitles is used to make a particular visual impression? The effect 
of an exclamation or a scream is suggested here by a rapidly rising 
crescendo in the lettering. Slowly fading script has a similar effect to a 
fading image, as if signalling a meaningful pause. Are these not gestures 
with symbolic force? Letters that hurl themselves at us, assaulting our 
eyes just as a scream assaults our ears? And the distinctive script that is 
used nowadays in every film to ensure_ that the continuity of purely visual 
expression is not completely broken by the intertitles: this script is 
likewise the image of a gesture. The graphologists will testify to that. 
Living letters are the graphic traces of an emotional movement. They are 
not abstract. They are the direct reflections of an inner state. In other 
words, they are not abstract, but absolute film. 

The theoreticians of abstract film would also object to any kind of 
applied version of the abstract film. They would allow their works to be 
compared with nothing but music. Abstract film as optical music, then, 
which does not signify something outside itself, but is itself directly 
materialized meaning. 

Music as False Analogy39 

But the analogy drawn with music by overhasty theoreticians is 
superficial and false. For 'abstraction' is a relative concept. There can be 
abstraction only where there is also concrete substance. Thus it is the fact 
that a concrete object can be triangular that makes it possible also to 
abstract the form of a triangle. But, when it comes to melodies, the forms 
of music, of what concrete reality can they be said to be abstractions? Do 
they have a corresponding concrete substance? Does anything exist that 
has these forms? Can the forms of music be filled with any concrete 
substance over and above that which they already possess? 

38. See TotF's, P: 182. TotF translator, Edith Bone, entitles this section of TotF 'sub-titles'. We 
have used 'intertitles' here to avoid confusion with the sound film. 

39. See TotF, p. 183. 
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Music is Not Abstract" 

The fact is that music is not abstract, any more than architecture, with 
which it is rightly compared, despite the contradiction between the 
movement of the one, and the rigidity of the other. The notes of the scale 
are the concrete material from which musical compositions are 
constructed. These notes are not abstractions but manifest, natural facts 
that are transmitted by people and musical instruments. But does 
anything exist that transmits triangles, circles and straight lines? 

Admittedly, music can also be read from a score. But the score is not the 
music itself but an abstraction from it. The possibility of such an 
abstraction is proof of the concrete nature of music itself. The ground-plan 
is an abstraction; the architecture is not. 

Time and Form 

There is a further point to be noted here. For the moment I shall put it in 
the form of a question. Can forms that disappear, that we no longer have 
before our eyes, correspond to and create a unified construction with the 
forms we see? I have already spoken of the fact that a melody endures, 
even though it has no extension in time, because the first note is still 
present when the final note brings the melody to an end. lt survives in the 
melody, which remains present as form. My contention was also that the 
lines of a physiognomy have no extension in space, because every line is 
present in every other one. But it is also in fact possible to see all these lines 
simultaneously. This simultaneous visibility makes it possible to merge 
them all into a meaning which exists not in space but in a dimension of its 
own. But do forms have the same power of after-effect in time as notes? 

The Size of Abstract Forms41 

And one more point: a good snapshot of Mont Blanc on a postcard can 
convey a sense of grandeur and a photograph of a tower can give me the 
feeling of vertiginous height. But a circle and a rectangle only ever convey 
the effect of the size they happen to have in reality. The effect is anything 
but monumental. 

Form is Overcoming 

All this notwithstanding, it is conceivable that the interplay of rhythmic, 
abstract forms in motion can generate pleasure. And, if it does so, then 
that pleasure is aesthetic - what other kind of pleasure could it be? In the 
course of its abstraction, on the other hand, form undoubtedly loses its 

40. See TotF, p. 184. 
41. See TotF, Ibid. 
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deeper meaning, namely its triumph over chaotic material. Genuine 
forms of art derive their vigour from a process in which some thing is 
shaped and thereby overcome and resolved. Forms rein in and exert 
power over a resistant object. That is the great pathos of forms; they give 
shape to some thing. And in this sense they resemble a meaning which 
remains meaning only as long as it dwells inside a thing. A meaning 
which is not the meaning of something is no meaning at all. 

Abstract film is the offspring of theory, bom through an act of 
parthenogenesis. Such a birth is never healthy. Only a dilettante theory, 
moreover, clings so anxiously to dogmas and categories. Slavish respect 
for a previously formulated aesthetic law is like the deference towards the 
state felt by insecure subjects. New phenomena, in contrast, can only be 
grasped by new theories. And these always begin with a hunch. 

Avant-garde 

Yet there must be some significance in the abstract film and its 
accompanying theory if they can provoke such intense discussion. As 
studio experiments, abstract filrns are entirely justifiable. Even if they only 
prove to be a blind alley, they will have performed a useful task. For 
wherever a genuine absurdity can be shown to exist, a boundary is 
marked out and with it a path on which advances can be made. There are 
some who show excessive caution, who risk nothing; but such perpetual 
latecomers do nothing to further our cause. 


